
Cubing to Capacity: 
How Hi-Trans Express Is 
Increasing Its Fleet Capacity 
With Leopard Cube

“As soon as the freight becomes available, we 
can accurately cube it in real time using Leopard 
Cube enabling our trucks to be loaded to capacity. 
Freight now moves through our network cleanly 
and without any barriers.”

Lloyd Jones 
IT General Manager, Hi-Trans Express



The Challenge
Hi-Trans Express is an Australian heavy haulage company 
specialising in transporting palletised freight nationwide. 
When CEO Tony Mellick joined Hi-Trans Express in 2018, he 
was familiar with a new cubing solution designed to improve 
freight loading and automate operations. Naturally, he introduced 
the portable, low-cost concept to the company’s General 
Manager of Information Technology, Lloyd Jones, to evaluate. 

Jones explained, “One of the biggest complaints I’d get from 
our operations team was: ‘We went to load the pallets on the 
truck, but we couldn’t because the dimensions weren’t declared 
properly. What’s recorded for the freight volumes and what 
we’ve got in front of us is very different!’”

Hi-Trans Express relied on declared freight dimensions to be 
accurate to plan and load interstate line-haul trucks to capacity. 
Hence, the company’s main challenge was the adverse effect 
that inaccurate, oversized freight could have on the downstream 
efficiencies of their entire distribution network.

Customers applying standard pallet dimensions to larger pallets 
was problematic. So, too, was not having a reliable system 
to capture true cubic volumes, perform spot checks and 
automatically correct freight dimensions. “A poorly measured 
pallet was hard to move through our network; we’d be forced to 
handle it differently; for instance, we couldn’t top-load it. That 
was a massive hindrance and affected our other customers. 
We’d miss pick-ups and customers weren’t happy,” said Jones.  

The Solution
Hi-Trans Express arranged their Melbourne operations to trial 
Leopard Cube; a portable dimensional tool developed by 
Leopard Systems to determine the correct cubic weight of any 
sized item including mixed and ‘ugly’ freight in real time. 

The legal-for-trade Leopard Cube solution combines a practical 
measuring tape with a powerful mobile cubing application 
installed on a Zebra TC56 mobile device. “The trial period was 
a useful ‘proof of concept’ for us. Leopard Cube was simple 
to implement; we purchased the tapes from Leopard and had 
pre-existing handheld Zebra TC56 devices in use, so we didn’t 
need to procure new hardware. Leopard Cube enabled us to 
quickly and accurately measure more freight more efficiently,” 
said Jones.

“We also handle a lot of oversized and ugly freight that we 
thought may be sized incorrectly. Leopard Cube gave us actual 
data to know that this was, in fact, the case. We quickly realised 
Leopard Cube would have a significant effect on our business, 
leading us to implement the solution full time across our 
organisation.” 

Further, Leopard Cube’s seamless integration with business 
systems, straightforward training for users and practical 
scalability throughout operations were vital for improving 
efficiencies and truck capacity loading.

The Results
Since implementing Leopard Cube, Hi-Trans Express have 
experienced notable changes within their business operations. 
The company’s depot workflows and vehicle loading processes 
are more streamlined, allowing freight to transit smoothly 
and efficiently to its final destination. “Operationally, the most 
significant change was the optimisation of our fleet through 
a better understanding of freight dimensions. As soon as the 
freight becomes available, we can accurately cube it in real time 
using Leopard Cube and load our trucks to capacity. Freight now 
moves through our network cleanly and without any barriers.”

In addition, Leopard Cube improved productivity and saved 
valuable time for Hi-Trans Express. Previously, the operations 
team would manually fix freight dimensions on paper 
consignment notes; then pass that note to the administration 
team who would type the corrections into the computer 
system. “One of our Sydney employees is really running with 
Leopard Cube! He quickly measures a lot of freight every 
night during his shift; catching any cubing discrepancies 
early on in the process, doing the admin team’s work as well. 
Leopard Cube has turned an inefficient paper-based process 
into an efficient digital workflow,” said Jones.

Leopard Cube also provided Hi-Trans Express with 
improved knowledge of freight dimensions declared by 
their customers. This information led to helping customers 
provide better upfront measurements, which in turn 
reduced operational difficulties and saved time; resulting 
in increased operational efficiencies and cost savings 
throughout the business. “Our internal system identifies 
certain customers we need to help to understand the freight 
labelling, measurement and cubing process. It’s amazing 
how important it is to get this right at the beginning! It makes 
it so much easier to move freight efficiently through our 
network. Plus, the customer benefits from freight that 
gets delivered within its transit time, and that won’t get 
misdirected or damaged.”

As a heavy haulage company transporting freight with 
extra-large volumetric weights, detecting even a small 
discrepancy in cubic dimensions translates to a substantial 
under-reporting of freight volume leading to costly outcomes. 
“During the trial, we estimated we could save the business 
over AU$500,000 per annum based on our operations in 
one state. It’s hard to pinpoint a true dollar value, but we’re 
on track to do that figure quite easily. For us, however, the 
end-goal was achieving a smooth and seamless transition 
of freight through our network.”

Finally, Hi-Trans Express deem their Leopard Systems 
partnership and future research & development of Leopard 
Cube as vital for the future next growth phase of their line-
haul deliveries. Jones said, “We’re working with Leopard 
to apply machine learning and artificial intelligence to 
understand our freight consignments better. Leopard Cube 
is a key enabler of our long-term strategy to automate our 
operations; the freight processing, the truck loading and 
all the important functions of our delivery business.” 

About Leopard Systems
Well regarded within the Transport and Logistics, Field 
Service, Retail and Supply Chain sectors, Leopard 
Systems leads the way with its signature suite of 
enterprise mobility solutions and services designed to 
increase efficiences, reduce input error, lift productivity 
and increase the bottom line.

www.leopardsystems.com.au

About Hi-Trans Express
Founded in 1969, Hi-Trans Express is one of Australia’s 
major National Transport Operators. Headquartered in 
Adelaide SA, the company employs over 250 people and 
runs a line-haul fleet of 70+ company and contractor 
vehicles; moving a great diversity of business-to-business 
freight via small trucks to full-scale road trains. 

www.hi-trans.com.au 


